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and prevent the two races from coalescing. That social
opposition played a considerable part in the early stages of
Canadian history is evident, but that conditions would have
been better if the two provinces had remained united is very
doubtful.
Disputesand     jj^ difference between the two provinces was greater than
between the a mere racial one: it was a fundamental difference in social
"    structure and in character.    The French colonies had been
established and controlled by the State; they had been
maintained under a rigid, militaristic discipline, and they
had developed a strongly conservative loyalty to the King.
On the other hand, the English, though strongly Loyalist,
were liberal in mind, and possessed the strongest possible
enthusiasm for freedom and self-government.  The French
had reproduced in Canada the feudal society of the home
country, with its seignorial organisation: the English had
established themselves on small farms, where they main-
tained a sturdy independence.   The French habitants1 virtues
were dogged tenacity and uninventive industry: that of the
English was initiative.    Hence the French (( were inferior in
business methods and in acquiring and creating wealth, and
were therefore liable to exploitation by clever middlemen
of English race/'1   The separation of the two provinces left
Upper Canada without a port.    Customs-duties levied at
Montreal on imported goods, even if intended for use in
Ontario, were credited to the Treasury of the Lower Province,
to the  disadvantage  of her neighbour.    By the  Canada
Trade Act (1822), provision was made for Upper Canada to
receive a fifth of the customs levied and to share in fixing
the amount to be paid.    The Councils, which the Con-
stitutional Act created, rapidly became close corporations,
political power fell into the hands of small cliques in each
province, and the majority of the inhabitants were excluded
from political activity.    Often this arose from a genuine at-
tempt of honest-minded but Conservative English Governors,
like Sirncoe, to keep power vested in those they considered
fit and proper people to wield it.    Sometimes, more par-
ticularly in Lower Canada, the influence of these cliques
1 Knowles, Econ. Devel, of Overseas Emfi., vol. iii, p. 183.

